A survey is given of the simplified formulae for energy distributions, force constants, secular equations, Coriolis coupling constants, isotopic substitutions, compliances, mean amplitudes, bond moment and polarizability parameters, interaction coordinates and restoring forces in the cases where either a completely characteristic normal mode or a generalized normal force can be assumed.
The main applications of the results are in spectral assignments and in approximate computation of molecular constants [Fy, Cy, vf, Ey, dp/dSi, Sa/eSi, dy/dSt, ...) . 
This definition means that a single symmetry coordinate can be used in the description of a normal mode.
ii) The generalized normal and symmetry forces, defined by fkQ=-dVfiQk=-?.tQt W and /<= -0F/6S, = -ZFijSj,
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respectively, are not those frequently employed in the literature. The close relation with compliants, however, already has been reported in detail [4-7J. Therefore, we find it important to develop further properties of generalized forces, specially when the normal force is completely characteristic.
The abbreviations CCNC (completely characteristic normal coordinate) and CCNF (completely characteristic normal force) are introduced. Furthermore, it is assumed that Qk is characteristic of Si and fkQ of /, in CCNC and CCNF cases. 
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i for any given eigenvalue X/c. Combination of (19) and ( 
where (7) and (8) 
for both Qk and Qk* to be fully characteristic. This kinetic situation is rare and is impossible for many geometrical arrangements, for example substitution of one equivalent set of atoms in XY2(C2v), XY3(D3H), XY3(C3V), XY4(Td), XY4(D4H) and XYe(Oh). Of course, this fact does not mean that the CCNC solution is unimportant, since it represents a good approximation for many modes. 
/) Spectral intensities.

The integrated infrared intensities are [23]
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From the intensity equation [25]
-r(^L) where K depends on the excitation and fundamental frequencies and ß is a linear combination of a.
and y with a being the mean polarizability and y the anisotropy, it follows for a CCNC that
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The corresponding energy distributions have been defined as [3, 5]
Tf (!) = (C G-i C)ij (L-i)w (L-i)w A* 2 , and
Equations (16) 
Additional Remarks a) "A priori assignment"
In the tw r o preceeding sections, Ave have studied in detail the properties and the consequence of assuming that in the case of a CCNC, Si fully characterizes the normal coordinate Qk and respectively in the case of a CCNF, fi fully characterizes the normal force f/c®. 
Xl/^l* -$12/^2 , A2M 2* = (G-i*)i2/(G-i)i2, Application of (58) results in shifts in the wrong direction for central atom substitution and otherwise very large deviations from the observe shifts. These data clearly are of minor interest, and they The energy distributions with respect to the symmetry coordinates are given in Table 3 
Conclusion
Simplified formulae have been presented for the calculation of molecular constants when normal 
